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I 
I I 1011 The forces allied against the individual have never been greater. Justice Wm. 0. Douglas 
Ithaca New York, September J 7, 1971 
eorge RepOrtAsks" 40% Of s·tudents Queried 
s,~m~~.!Lo~~~m~t~!.~)~Y,,,,e11, Hold No Opinio_p __ On Attica 
George,SafetyDirectoratComell sent a recommendation to ·i·\,: · ,#~- i'_:·· :.l(i:s'(l['-t• ··,·-~i:, "ThL~campbringsoulrhevery 
University, was appointed to President Phillips in reference to . ) _ _..· , : " "°' l · -~If-~ best in btothets or destroys them 
cQnduct an evaluation of our t h e P r o p o s a I . T he · · .
1
. , . (· f .' :t
1
; entitely, But none are unaffected, 
safety Divisioh. It is believed that recommendation was to abolish - ........... , 1'1'\ :, None who leave here are normal. 
last spring's concert on campus, at George's proposal or possibly to If 1 leave here alive. I'll leave 
which were reported minor restrict the carrying of any nothing behind ... rve been 
disturbances, was something that firearms to between 9:00 p.m. hungry too long. rve gotten angry 
may have been a deciding factor and 6:00 a.m., when crime is too often. I've been lied to :md 
1n hiring George. The report• most likely to occur. The insulted too many times. They've 
ri:ccntly released is the result of a administration will suspend pushed me over the line from 
two-month study. It includes judgment on the firearms proposal which there can be no retreat." 
recommendations for a better until the end of this academic Soledad Brother, George Jackson 
equipped, maintained, and yearorlater. 
manned department of Safetv. As As a result of past experiences 
George commented in his report, and suggestions, firearms may be 
"Campus security is no longer the issued to IC patrolmen for the 
old campus cop armed with a key Fall Weekend concert. On the 
chain· and flashlig_ht." matter, President Phillips says that 
Last Monday, more than !000 
state troopers. sheriff"s deputies. 
and guards "recaptured'' thi: 
Attica Correction Facility at 
Paul Farinella, Vice-President if there is a large number of 
for Business and Finance, told the people and it is necessary to have 
Jthacan the QQllqe hired Mr. a sU'pple_mental force., then 
chances are that both forces will 
be armed. The reasoning behind 
this move is that the Sherriff's 
department has to be armed at all 
IC tallQ It OW9Y. 
, Attica, New York. The prison had 
been taken over last Thursday by 
1200 inmates. who captured 
several dozen guards and held 
them hostage. The mass of arined 
times. If they should be present 
on the IC campus, the college 
security guards become 
incorporated into the Sherrifrs 
· unit, and would thus carry guns 
also. 
Hiring Detective 
Other recommendation3 
included in the report have 
recently been passed by the 
Administration and financed by 
the Budget Committee. A desk 
clerk will soon be hired by the 
Safety Division. A detective wiJJ 
also be hired. Phillips stated that 
the detective will not act as a 
Lowen George "house detective" ( checking 
George because he "had the virtue j dorms) but rath~r to investigate 
of getting an independent,. reported happenings around the 
unbiased unprejudiced view of campus. George also concluded 
the ad;quacy of our (Safety) !hat IC sec1:1rity guards "ar~. t~e 
Division." Farinella added that 1owest paid of ~nybody 111 
Ithaca College wanted an outside Tompkins County. He .~omments 
expert like George who is very that JC cannot expect to attract 
good in this field. ' the right _kind of people" or keep 
p r o b a b I y t h e m O s t the existing force_ when t_hey c~n 
controversial proposal is the get the same kmd of Job with 
recommendation to issue firearms better pay at another agency. The 
to all on-duty patrolmen. George patrolmen have since been given 
c xplains that today on college raises, but must wait for President 
campuses serious crime is Nixontoliftthewage-pricefreeze 
committed by outside people and before it becomes effective. Also 
not as much by the residents of okayed by the Administration, 
the college community. "The guns 
arc only to protect the offic!lr'.~ 
own life or to protect the life of 
cont. on page 9 
Attica Inmate Demands 
Provide adequate portions of nourishing fooCI. 
Grant complete administrative and c:rlminal amnesty to all per.on, anoclated 
with this Incident. By administrative amnesty, the State agrees: 
Not to take adverse puole actions or harass Inmates; 
To grant legal amnesty from civil ac:tlons arising from this lnclClent; 
The State Department of Correc:tlons sllall not lnltlate any crlmlnal 
complaint. 
Api,ly New York state minimum wage laws to all stat11 Institutions. 
Employ more black and Spanish ssfeaklng guards. Educ:ate all correction 
officers to have an understanding of Inmate problems, especially those of 
minority background. 
Freedom of religion, political actl~lty, anCI the right to read any literature 
without censorship. 
Communication and 1tls1tat1on with anyone Cleslred. 
An effective rehal>llltatlon program, Including modern educational facilities 
and work programs. 
Elect representatives from the prison population to meet every 3 months with 
administrators. 
' Moro and better recreation. 
Adequate health and narcotics treatment, as well as a SPanlsh,sPeakln9 doctor. 
investigate alleged c,,cproprlatlon of Inmate funds, 
conauct fair hearings on the right ot prisoners to be represented legally on 
parole 1tlolatlon charges. End arbitrary re-sentencing bY State Commissioners. 
Institute a 30-day ma,cJmum segregation rule for any offense. 
Parole vlolallons must not Include traffic offenses. 
Permit an ob1Ctt1ter committee t_o determine whether all provisions are being 
carried 0&1t. • 
........................ It ..... '4-
ongress To Analyze New Grading Policy 
A dramatic ch~nge in Ithaca with the "pass" grade apprehension at the prospect of a I found it to be quite satisfactory. 
College's- grading policy, one that comparable to a "C", pass/no record system; for! David_ Montgomcr_y, Res_gistrar at 
has been· discussed over the past Students may elect to be example, James E. Davis. Oberlm College. m Ohio, states 
two years, has finally become a graded in all courses in either Assistant Provost of Oakland that "in general the system has 
rn.atter of serious attention, with a one of the two tracks. University in Michigan says that ( been well re~eived," and expects 
definite decision expected-by the 3) Full-time students, an unusually large amount of : it to contmue. Mr. Davis of 
end of next month. The new except freshmen, must pass/no credit work "may make it ) Oakland, whose. school empl~ys 
grading proposal provides for four successfully complete at least difficult for them to get into : the pass/no c_red1t system de.~p1t_e 
m:ijor changes: 24 credit hours in a given graduate school...," and according I its apprehens10n~, says that this 
I) Tra~scripts will consists calendar year to stay in good to Nancy Rutter, Registrar at system has been m effect for more 
of a record of only those academic standins. Full-time Franklin and Marshall College in ! than a year, and we have not 
courses which the student has freshmen must complete 21 .
1 
'. Pennsylvania, "the Middle-States ' received any complaints or 
Passed. credit hours. Association of Collegiate \ criticism fromeithere~p!?yersor 
2)Therewillbeatwo-track 4) Students may opt to Registrars and Officers of 'graduateschoolsabout1t. 
grading system; that is, a take any course on 8 pass/no Admission and the !Ultional I The proposal will be analyzed 
letter grade system with the credit basis. organization (AACRAO) view I by StudentCongressthiswcek,and 
gradesA,B.C,andNoCredit, During the summer months, with some alarm the beginni.rigofl submitted .to the Provost by 
and a -~lao_~rediLsystem, extensive research was done, some less than honest practices in , October 15th. After being studied 
prim a Ti 1 Y in the_ form. 0 f some institutions of a Pass/No I by the Provost and his staff it will, 
corresponden_ce ."'. 1th vanou!, Record system. If you don't pass i according to Assistant ~rovost 
colleges and umvers1t_1es across th ' the course, your record isn't : Darrow, become the sub1ect of 
country whic~ have !n some f~rm ! sullied at all by that unpleasant I "major faculty deliberation'_' at 
changed their grading practices : fact." . , "major faculty meetings," with a 
within the last five years. Almo5t I However. the schools using · conclusion expected by the end of 
half of the country_'.s schools have : a grading system similar to the· : October. 
amended their grading procedures. , one outlined in the proposal have 
Some of the schools expressed . 
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law enforcers were called in as a 
result of an order by Governor 
Rockefeller :ind State Correction 
Commissioner Russel G. Oswald. 
Prison officials issued a one hour 
ultimatum demanding thal all 
hostaged guards be released, or 
force would be used. The 
prisoners refused, the troopers 
were sent in, and when they 
emerged, 31 inmates and IO 
hostages lay strewn across the 
prison courtyard. · 
A preliminary report issued by 
Oswald's assistant, Gerahl 
Houlihan, asserted that many 
hostages' throats had been slit, 
and that all had been severely 
beaten. However, the Monroe 
County Medical Examiner, Dr. 
John F. Edland, declared 
Wednesday rhar all nine victims 
died of gunshot wounds, and that 
there was no evidence of slashed 
throats. And Houlihan himself 
admitted that the prisoners did 
not have any guns. 
Prior to this senseless violence, 
the prisoners released a list of 
demands which they insisted be 
negotiated before the hostages 
could be released. They were 
refused. 
IC Responds 
An estimated 200 IC students 
gathered Wednesday on the quad 
in front or the Union to discuss 
possible actions in support of the 
inmates at Attica Prison. 
However, a general feeling of 
futility was evident among the 
group. They did succeed in 
scheduling a rally today in protest 
of Governor RockefeJJer's 
handling of the Attica crisis. All 
those wishing to participate 
should meet in front of the 
County jail on Court Street at 
4:30P.M. 
Student Congress conducted a 
petition-survey Wednesday night 
concerning the Attica uprising. 
The petition read as follows: "We 
of the Ithaca College Community 
condemn the actions taken by 
Federal and State officials at the 
Attica State Prison on September 
13, 1971." Of the J232 members 
of ,the student body responding, 
S3% supported this position. Only 
7% were opposed, and a 
substantial 40% had no opinion. 
These actions came as a direct 
response to the tragic violence 
I resulting from a penal institution's 
!
inability to rehabilitate its 
members; a fundamental purpose 
of such institutions. 
~Ithacan, September 1?, ~?71, Pap 2 ___ --~-------
·-- -··--··· -------·-----
Traffic Control Soard Acts 
on Pote!l!l'!Lfroblems j 
The ·campus Traffic Control the parking policy at the Garden I -notify violators by either a phone 
Boars! has moved to eliminate Apartments. He explained that all ! call or a _letter. "Offenders won't 
some potential problems in at cars at the Apartments must be 
1
1 be receiving 11 tickets t~is yea~," 
leastthreeareasoftrafficcontrol. registered or permanently said Cobb. Safety will 
Last Tuesday the Board removed from the campus. automatically notify them, file 
announced that parking behind Visitors, however, are allowed to the tickets for 30 days and after 
Terrace IO is prohibited, effective park for ::!4 hours or less in the that the "Traffic Control Board 
immediately. Vehicles parked on two lots, providing they secure will deal with them." Cobb also 
the hill, according to the Board, approval from the Safety Division. asked ·the Ithacan to note that 
constitute a health hazard. There There is no charge. appeals of traffic tickets must be 
is the possibility they could slide. "A visitor planning to stay here ma de within 7'2 hours of the 
down the hill and into the dorm. longer than one evening," said summons and must go through 
In the event of a fire the cars Cobb, "must pa r_k in N lot the Safety Division first before 
constitute an obstruction to fire adjacent to the lower quad" and coming to the TCB. "I can't do a 
vehicles. Several residents of the secure a temporary permit. The thmg with them, otherwise. They 
Terrace also complained about the· permit is good for two weeks' must have an appeal number 
noise the cars made when parking. consecutive use. Visitors to the (from Safety) or I can't honor 
Garden Parking campus, living with someone at them." 
°On another matter, Ed-Cobb, the Garden Apartments and More violators than last year 
~ of tbe ~. clarified planning Lo remain here for longer will, apparently, be summoned for 
than a fortnight "might have to an appearance before the Board. 
-!!!!:.:~,.. register their cars with Safety on a Any student receiving and 
pro-rated basis." ignoring two tickets for major 
Ticket Violators violations, such as obstruction of 
Cobb also informed the a fire lane, four parking tickets or 
Ithacan that control over traffic three moving violations will have 
violators should be tighter this to confront the TCB. 
_year than last. The Safety Office There is, as elsewhere, an 
is securing a new clerk who will overflow of cars in the Garden 
~r-.--.rwnrw-:,:--;-;:--11141 ~_!C_J> t~bs oJ!_all ti~e~ wued _a!1~ A artmcnt area and Cobb 
Th~ Lankin8 
]ink,~ Dim 
commented that the Board is well 
aware of the problem. A new lot 
is presently under construction 
opposite the area and is scheduled 
for completion sometime in 
December. He also noted that the 
campus is presently "reaching its 
maximum" on available space for 
parking vehicles. The Board will 
meet in the near future to 
consider that problem. 
F acuity Consid_~~~ 
Unionizing 
by Stu_Z. . · 
The President of the IC 
A me r i c a n A s so c i a t ion of I 
University Pro.fessors, Mr. Robert : 
Lieberman, released a sharply · 
worded memorandum last, 
Wednesday stating that "a large "fi 
change in the tenure system is C 
imminent." This information, he ' 
claims, was obtained_ from a 
source outside the college. and has 
yet to be confirmed by t_he 
administration. According to the 
memo, those who presently enjoy 
tenure will undoubtedly retain it. 
However, Lieberman tersely warns 
all faculty members not to wait 
until the governing board decides 
1 
on a new policy. but rather to 
·•·grasp the -initiative", and 
institute any necessary changes 
themselves. Among these changes 
exists the possiblity of faculty ~ 
unionization here. Mr. Lieberman ., 
has invited Richard Rapp, 
Regional Director of the New 
York State Federation of 
Teachers, and Ed Wesnofske, 
President of the State University 
Federation of Teachers· to· 
conduct an open debate on this 
topic today, at 4:00 p.m. in I 
T - 1 O 2 . ·A 11 instructors, 
administrators, and other 
interested parties are urged to 
attend. 
Support on both sides has 
already been asserted by a number 
of faculty ·members. Mrs. Mary 
Arlin, tenure-holding theory 
director of the School of Music, 
considers herself ''basically 
opposed to unions", although she 
adds, "I will attend the meeting to 
hear what they have to say." 
Associate Professor Murray 
Steinberg of the Science 
Department favors unionization, 
:claiming "as so-called 
professionals, we are not so far 
~moved from laborers," and that_ 
"it would certainly be legitimate 
for us to unionize." 
The controversy over tenure 
arises from whether the College 
should be forced to make the 
crucial (yet sometimes arbitrary) 
decision of either lifetime security 
for faculty or dismissal, often 
after only five years of service. 
Some have suggested that the 
"probatio a e iod be 
Bob Lelberm1n 
extended to seven or ten years; 
many favor its elimination. If the 
latter should occur, Mr. 
Lieberman strongly suggests that 
members consider the pros and 
cons of unionization. He 
emphatically adds, however, "the 
AAUP is neither advoacting nor 
opposing the adoption of a college 
union, but is rather calling for a 
thorough investigation of the 
matter." Vice-president of the 
AA UP, Martin Brownstein, 
supports this position. "I think 
it's proper for the Association to 
examine this kind of approach 
toward a common faculty 
problem, especially in view of the 
wage-freeze dilemma." 
Defending the somewhat harsh 
tone of the memo, Lieberman 
stated, "the provost is bothered 
by the fact that my note scared 
faculty by giving them the 
impression that a decision had 
already been reached. If that's the 
result, .- fine! If the provost was 
concerned about the faculty's 
· fears, why didn't he call the 
AAUP and inform us of his plans?" 
"Not that I have anything 
against Bob Davies," he 
continued. "l like him. Really I 
do. But from now on, the faculty 
is going to make the 
recommendations and decisions 
which intimately affect them." 
..... -- -- . -· 
CUSTOM 
•·••••• . .... , .. ,1.· ... 
"HAPPY'S HOUR" 
FRIDAY 3:00 to 5~ 
PITCHER OF 
"THE KING OF BEERS'' $1.00 
t...,;..:_ .. 
1 .. N.A.,...lt. 
~TUIQ)AYS. 3 P .M. TIL 7 
•• ....... ; ... ~ ,~ .... __ .... -. u 
8 Track Stereo Tape Reel to Reel Stereo Cassette 
Plllft •• AND HMtlNca 
Twice the music. Reasonable. Beautiful fidelity 
• Choose from hundreds of LP's .-
Jazz. Soul. Rock• Blues· Classics send for free list and particulars 
Ct a,-
.' 
Sounds By Leon 
Leon Jones 
382 Ralph Ave. 
Brookl n, N.Y. 
......... 
··.-~ .... ,J . ···.. . ... ~
265 lbs. 
33 HP at a low·6500 rpm 
TRAIL- STREET 
Y CLE CITY RT. 13 DRYDEN 
.. ~ 
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FOURTH ESTATE FUNNIES 
To Be Young · 
Gifted And Black 
by Beatrice Da Silva 
.t..orraine Hansberry died at the The cast of seven - black and 
age of 34. During her brief white • tell, in Miss Hansberry's 
lifetime, she had written two own words, her poignant story, 
landmarks of the modern theatre. utilizing selections from her plays, 
and had receivedJ at the age of 29, novels, and personal letters. It is 
the New York Drama Critics 'the story of a writer who was 
award for "A Raisin in the Sun". indeed young, gifted, and black. 
She was the fifth woman, the Beyond that however, the piece 
youngest American, and the only makes an important statement of 
black dramatist ever to claim this the black experience in America 
honor. Five years later, while Miss today. 
Hansberry lay dying in a hospital Students will be admitted free 
of cancer, her second play, "The upon presentation of I.D. Tickets 
Sign in Sidney Brustien's for administration, faculty, and 
Window" was running on the public are $ I.SO, and can be 
Broadway. Next Friday evening, purchased at the Union Office 
Sept. 24, at 8:00 p.m. in the starting Monday, Sept. 20. "To Be 
Performing Arts Building, under Young, Gifted, and Black" should 
the sponsership of EUB, the be seen by everyone. In Miss 
National Tour will present "To Be Hansberry's own words, "I want 
Young, Gifted and Black", the _!o reach a little closer to the world 
story of Lorraine Hansberry. 
'''My name is Lorraine Hansber-
ry. I am_~ writer," bepm the play. 
. . . and see if we can share some 
illuminations together about each 
~-... 
\eSdu paladis 
~-buis ban.nit 
arletty 
This lushly romantic creation seems to 
burst the bounds of the medium. It Is a 
film poem on the nature and varieties of 
love-sacred and profane,selfless and pos-
sessive.At first ti may semn a romance set 
in the Paris of Balzac. 
iiili@ ~~;r,,aid:'oo s12s 
.._'1}_1)2 
:_:~ ",.··. ~'~ 
OJ. .. 
m ··,;. 
" 
CL.ASSIFIIDS 
CLASSIFIED RATE REDUCTION 
15 words 75 cents 
each additional word 5 cents 
AN ITHACAN CLASSIFIED WORKS 
TRY ONE 
CONE'S SUBS, 103 N. Aurora. We 
.. now delivering between 8·1 ~ p.m. 
Sunday through Thursday. 273·9222. 
El!B Replaced By 
Activities Board 
unusual fabric, trims, macrame 
cord • THE THIMBLE • a Fabric 
boutique In south Lansing. Open 11 
a.m. 1111 9 p.m. T_ues-Frl. 10 a.m. till S 
p.m. Sat., closed Monday. 
wanted: Ithaca College students as 
steady customen to start Immediately. 
Hours 8 • 8. Gulf gas, oil, lubes, oll 
by Thomas B. Nast 
and Jon Breux 
changes, etc. Brrng· Gulf credit cards, 
Bank Amerlcard, Master Charge or 
cash. Gulf gas station Rt 96, half a mlle 
above IC. 
, In order· to improve 
programming and improve 
internal structure, the old Egbert 
Union Board (EUB) has adopted a 
new Constitution restructuring 
the organization, which will be 
known as the Student Activities 
Board (SAB). 
The old EUB Executive Board 
is now called the Student 
Activities Board of Directors 
(SABO). ·It is comprised of a 
chairman, Donna Wexler, a 
Financial Secretary and Execut:ve 
Secretary. All three positions will 
be elected annually in the Spring. 
In addition, the chairman from 
each of the standing committees 
will serve on SABO. Committee 
chairman for the film, publicity, 
_rcc~eation, winter ~ IPrinl 
weekends, exhibits, forums and 
performing arts committees were 
elected. last Monday by last years · 
EUB members. 
For sale: Honeywell 600 
Electronic Strope. Excellent condition. 
Call Seth, 277·0689 after 8:00 p.m. 
The burden of work will fall to 
the Individual committees. They 
will send their decisions to SABO, 
who will act on them. In this way 
an overall view of activities can be 
maintained, and scheduling and 
budget conflicts can be avoided. 
1969 Trymph GT 6 plus. Getting 
m arrled, must sell. Best offer over 
$1,8000. Call 256-3660 before 5~ 
533-7352 after 6. 
Jaycee Rummage Sale: Boat, 
Stoves, Household Goods, Furniture, 
Dishes, Clothing. Everything must go. 
Sat. 9·5, City Parking Lot on s. Aurora 
St. One member of SAB was 
elected to Student Congress as a 
Representative, to sit on the 
Budget Committee, and one 
member of SABO ·will be elected_ 
LOST ANO FOUND 
FO UNO: Round wooden box • :Z 
Inches diameter, contains S3.25 In 
change. Centrex 673 • David. 
• 
Cont. on page 6 
'' Advent Corp. says that the c~ette in its new 
high performance "dolbyized" form is the first 
significant new source of recorded music since the 
introduction of the LP.'' 
That's a strong statement, so we've invited Advent to 
come to our main store at 1300 Dryden Road, today from 
9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., to show us why they make such a 
bold claim. They will not ·only talk about Advent's new 
201 tape deck, but will also show graphically why the new 
high performance cassettes have advantages over any other 
sound medium. 
If you're interested in finding out generally about high 
performance cassettes, or even skeptical about just how 
good cassettes can be, or have specific questions about 
such esoterica as the proper equalization for chromium 
dioxide tape, you're invited to stop by. Refreshments will 
be served! 
LAFAYETTE . 
-BOXCAR -COLLEGETOWN 
RT.13&366 
'TlrE 
'liD'_ 
monday 
septernber 2 0 liws 12iij &00 $1 
.. _ 
ttBICPllglata 
flnfllllVBI 
.. ....... ,.. .. _ ....... _ 
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september 2 2 
.liwa #Q &00 $1 
. . . . . 
ldlllll.li 
.... 2M 
ATTICA 
Attic<1, New York, September 13. I 'J7 I. We 
h.ive witneswd the wrath of llell. 42 human hemg, 
lay de.ul, their blood the tC!>tament of .i vcry 
1:mtly mistake. I\ human dignlly and health to be 
!>Old !>O ..:heaply'! Ru~,ell (;. O,wald wa, wrong: 
Nebon RP1:kufeller wa, dead wrong. o~w.illl", 
order to hegm the a!>,ault on O block cannot be 
Ju,tif1ed. J)is expre'>.,ion on the front pJge of t~l~ 
Time, ,ay11 It all - .. Oh God, what have I dom:! 
You, Mr. O!>wald, have ma,k a grave error. 
I nve~tiga.li<>il ha!> ,hown that the dcat h~ of I he 
ten hustaaes were attributed to gun!>hot wound~. 
not knife wound!> a, wa, first reported. The terror 
that Oi.wald's face showed was only a partial 
rcfleet1on of that !>Urely felt in the minds of the 
prisoners and hO!,lagC!, a!, the morning air. Wa!, 
p1en:cJ w11h the crack of troopers· shotguns. 
Attica \\ a, too high J cost to pay. Th.: penJI 
inst1tu1101h m this country are the gnm refle..:11on, 
of an ana.:hron1st1c ~ocicty. Their guts will r.:b.:I. 
a, they J1d m ~larin County last year. San Quent Ill 
,cvcral I\ eeks ago and Attica th1!> pa!>t '.\londa). 
And they will continue to rebel-until their !>)"Stem, 
have died of the cancer of human disn:gard. 
We mu!,! look first at ourselvc~ and then. 
s1gnitkantly. at those in positions of authority 
such a~ Russ~II Oswald. Nelson Rockdeller and 
Richard Nixon. We must recall Kent. we must 
recall Jacbon State. we must recall Vietnam. To 
d1!>rcgard these scars on history and to accept 
Attica 1s to embrace our common enemy. apathy. 
'' I . t D '' ... mm1nen anger ... 
The (;eurgc report bout. And, as expected, its probably will not readily be in the positaon of UB. 
recommendation w;is that Safety he armed. That campus constitutes a multi-vcrsity. It is 
l,corgc ha~ suggested that 1:ampus security has located in the heart of the second largest city in 
moved beyond the point where a Safety officer is this state. Crime is, unfortunately, integral, to the 
ono armed with simply a kcychain and a flashlight UB community. But we arc not UB. 
(not to mention mace gas and billy clubs). George . Nor can we accept George's logic as it relates to 
suggests that an ··analysis of the type of the Waterloo incident. Last February, State Police 
assignments performed by Safety Division officers, there were informed that alleged reliable 
underscores (his) conviction that the officers must information indicated two young men were out to 
wear firearms if they arc to protect life and kill a cop, a cop in either Ithaca or Seneca Falls. 
pro pcrty on campus and he able to protect George intimates that "I am sure you can imagine 
thcm~elvcs as well." We disagree. And we use the feeling of an officer unarmed and on duty 
George's owr. arguments to illustrate our point. patroling an area that attracts young people." 
"A I a rge number of the Division's basic Young people! Everyone on this campus is "young 
functions are of a routine nature." That is exactly people". And what arc we to say when two 
the case. Safety's function on the grounds of this mischievous students arc shot, accidentally, 
1:ollege is routine - because of the nature and size because Safety is worried about a reported 
of the college. Safety directs traffic, investigates potentiality'! 
accidents, transports the ill and injured, patrols No, there is not a single justification for arming 
parking lots and tags violators. unlocks doors. Safety on this campus. This is a college; isolated 
locates students for emergency calls from home and for the most part residential. This is Ithaca 
and missing persons. College and not Cornell. We arc not a university of 
f2' <(1;ARS ?ASS -
"=.I SLDlJLY 
r 
® f/JGH SOOoL G/?,{l)()I/TJ()/V 
I "You bled I I me." 
\1~RG'. s YOU~ Sol.f, l>fRS, lifrOWJI, 
'rf>iJ 5HOUL..l) (3E. ~ 
f!P'J2 c;F Ht/11 / 
Movie Rm,iew 
Sweet Sadass 
by Andy Sekel 
my Momma-You bled my Popp,1--But }'OU won't bleed 
The Ithaca College campus is just that - a some 12 'thousand plus students. We arc not a Sweet Sweetback is the best lay in town according to all the 
colle1patc campus. We are neither a university nor multi-ver~ity of some 20 thousand plus students women in this flick. All of them want him-gel him-and love it. It's a 
a multi-versity. This is the basic context of the located within the heart of a crime-breeding urban dubious claim tu fame. 
George report. He alludes to incidents that have area. And we certainly don't need an armed police • Possibly, be ca use I evolved in a ~egregated, 111iddle-cla:.s, 
ta kc n place at the University of Buffalo in force. conservative society, I'm in no position to effectively comment on 
justifying his call to arms. We arc and most Cont. on pages this film. But if this movie was supposed to teach me something-tell 
. . _ _ ____ me something I didn't know about-shed a new light on something -
r.--•-•••••••n••••H••••••l!l••••i:•••••11••••••••1! i it failed, miserably. l.tt.rs To ·The Editor I I As I watched Sw~et Sweetback's evolution ~rom a stud i_n a live a sex show to a cop killer on the run, I wondered 1f "I" was being told of sloppy reporting I ugg t th t 1 • .-lflth I like it is. The jive language- the sex shows-cops shooting off peoples 
_Pans Tempesta Article \ 
· s es a your cone us10n IS e b h • · · Thank you very much. It f I di ears ecause t cy wont talk-cops beating people for the hell of rt. 
Editor, 
Very truly yours, resu O soppy rea ng on your , Sure, I know about police brutality, but dammit, show it to me 
Robert A. Ryan part. 1 realistJcally if you expect me to believe it. Don't throw a film with a 
In re: a· .. news" item entitled, 
.. Tempesta Rehired" in your issue 
Department of History non-existent script on the screen and use every god forsaken 
New WICB Format photographic trick from split image to infra red to· get my attention . 
of September 3, 1971. I should Ed. Note: I should like to 
like to point out that contrary to point out that contrary to the 
the implications of this article, I implications of your letter, the 
was not chairman of the History article in question made no such 
Department during the time of reference to your being chairman 
the so-called "Tempesta Affair," dur~ng the so-called Tempesta 
but in fact was on sabbatic leave affaU". It stated a fact and that is 
and. part of the time was in that you are chairman of the 
Eur~Your article docs not department. We quote, "Dr. 
makethatclcar. Ryan, chairman of the 
I do not wish to belabor the department, said he was 
point. but it is true that many 'genuinely pleased Tempesta is 
faculty arc reluctant to grant still with us.' " I do not wish to 
interviews to the Ithacan because' belabor the point but I would 
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Don't give me the Hell's Angels for the hell of it and have Swectback 
Student Body, ball their leader (supposedly a castrating female) until she moans in 
Last Wcdn:sda~, ~ept:m.ber 8, I ecst~cy. Don't give me a chase se_quence _that. is categorically boring. 
WICB conducted a survey in the Don t show me Sweetback eating a hvc hzard from thirst after 
three dining halls to get a better \ supposedly being an urban person. You gave me the actors give them 
idea of what music you wanted cont. on page s ' 
from WICB AM, and what I · · 
programs you like and disliked. I 
Th c results have been very 
helpful to us. WICB AM will be 
p 1 aying much more progressive 
folk and jazz . . . and less Top 
Forty. 
There arc a few areas on the 
campus that cannot pick up the 
AM signal, and we arc working to 
eliminate this technical problem. 
Thanks very much for taking 
the time to help with our survey, l and WICB will continue to serve 
I you by bringing you fast, accurate news, music, and information. 
I 
If anyone has suggestions for 
programs on WICB Radio. 
George Pine 
General Manager 
I 
I 
I 
WICB 
I Questions IC Consciousness 
· Editor, I I have lived in Ithaca for five 
J years. and only now. since my 
l association with Ithaca College, have I learned why this institution 
1 has such a poor reputation 
; downto,\·n and generally. I believe 
that it is pitiful. disgraceful. and 
disgusting that. within 48 hours of 
. one of the biggest massacres in the 
i state's history. the· normal 
1 activities of the college. 
: (waterfights and panty-raids) arc 
Con.I. on page 5 
FOR THE BEST IN FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT 
TH.IS FRIDAY-APPEARING FOR YOl'.R LISTENING 
PLEASURE- BERRY ROSE 
c allege years are the best years .A 
·of your life. Why not get togethe~l 
with your friends, fraternity or '-r, 
sorority and celebrate th• good times '-. 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS 
NOW 
®IL IOIIIITOftllWCI ~ 271-7575 
Imminent Danger 
Cont. from page 4 
Additi"onally, George cites numerous ~tat1stics 
pertaining to the "high incidents of serious crime on 
college campuses. They don't apply here. When 
r\ r m i n g S a f e 1 ~ ,, 11 h gun~ ,, o u Id be 
inappropriate on this campus. To do SQ would 
make Safety less responsiv.:- to 1he ~1udent and. 
have we been involved in an arson assault, or-;;- unnecessanl~. more responsiw to the demands of 
bomb threat or for that matter a rape? We are not crowd control. Safety will cease 10 be thc'friendlv 
inferring that it couldn't happen, simply that it 1s patrol~ an armed with simply tlashlig.lU and 
highly unlikely because of the nature of Ithaca keycham. They will become the conventionJI 
College. policeman armed wnh .38 and billy dub. Thev 
George ludicrously insists that should Safety \~111 . become a somber, stonefaccd aliclJ cntit;· 
"become involved with students who have had one rather than the helpful, fnendly together fnend 
drink too many or who are becoming overly that they prcsentlv are 
enthused with u~d_e~gr.!lduate high jinx" that ·'the . The admm1str;tion · has said they will tsuspcnd 
fact _a Safety D1v1s1on patrolman 1s armed has a Judgement on the firearms P.roposal until the end 
considerable d~.terrent effect on his response to · of the academic ycar or later. We ask that thev 
the patrolman. _He adds that "the weapon need make an immediate decision. Let IC set a~ 
not be bro~g~t. mto pla~ (thank you), the mere example for the other colleges. We don't need 10 
fact the of~1<:e~ !s ... equ1p~~d as a policeman will arm our Safety Division. Let us show thifrest of 
calm the md1v1~ua_l.. Add1t1?nally, not to arm the _nation. how it is really done. And let the 
Safety w?uld. ~1mm1sh their effectiveness and admm1strat1on support us in our decision. For if 
· affect their a_b1h!Y to p~ote:! the lives of others, ~ve should decide to arm the Safety Division there 
property and their own hves .• No. 1s always the ... imminent danger ... ! ! 
Plloto -, D1111 Oofflloffer 
Think maybe we're barking up the wrong tree? 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~·····~*********************** 1· . 
i IN o·NE EAR 
Record Review 
by Ward Silver 
_ If you were a San Francisco group born in the mid-60's; were the 
acid .rock prophets of the holocaust to come and claimed the father 
a~~ mother of god as your lead guitarist and vocalist, what could 
Y do for an -~ncore? How ab~\Jt wrapping some tunes in a paper 
b~g, calling t~e al~um Bark (Grunt) to give it a sense of age and 
have Grace Shck smg "Never Argue With A German When You're 
Ti~ed" br~astplates and all)? Well, this be what we have hear. Dear 
0 1 Jeff Airplane has lumped frivolity and mediocrity into this their 
~'.xth LP. It's a lot of the same al' story ... just a new set of ~ords 
Le·ffers To 
The Editor 
Cont. from page 4 
resumed. I can think of no better 
. gauge of the seriousness _of this 
school and its students than the 
events that have followed the 
Attica tragedy. I wonder if the 
ignorance of events in the real 
world, combined with the 
infantile behavior of the atudents 
is representative of the quality of 
the "community" about wluch I 
have heard so much. I'm afraid it 
is. 
Sincerely, I 
Ira Schild 
Th! l!bacan. September 17 •. ~ 971, Page S 
-1············~·········· • You've Got To Be : I Putting Me On I 
Nuthin Muffins and Awful Waffles 
• • • • • 
2) WllJI team \\'Oil till' J'l.57 Wlirld Sl·n,·,' 
• * ••• 
3) WhJt •~ D.:Jn ,1ar1111·~ rl·al n.1nw·1 
••••• 
.4l What player kd th.: major kJgues in RBI", 111 195,-l" 
••••• 
S) Who pla}.:d .. Sky Kmg .. ·> 
••••• 
6) Joe Dil\lagg10.\·orc what Y Jnkcc uniform numbcr'' 
••••• 
7) What was Carol.: Kmg·~ i1rst 1111 ,111gk ,, h1ch ~h.: rl·c,,llkll ·> 
* • * • * 
8) What pitch.:r holds thc n: .. ·ord for mo~t ,tnk.:-ouh 111 .1 ,l·.1,011 
and how many con~t1tutc thc record"' 
•• * •• 
9) t.tae Wcst i1rst ~Jid "("mon up and s.:c me ~omct1111,··· to \\h,1t 
actor? 
10) In 1961. ~ogcr Mans of thc Ya11kcc~ l11t hi home run~ allll 
was the American League's Most Valu,1hk Play.:r. Who won I Ill' 
award for the Nat10nal League for that year'? 
The Ithacan will pay FIVE DOLLARS for the first completely 
correct entry received on Tuesday of next week. No answers will be 
accepted before then. (To avoid confusion.) Tum in completed 
entries with name and date to the office secretary. Good luck. (No 
winners last week.) 
Last Week's Answers 
1) Richard Chamberlain and Raymond Massey 
2) "B., Bumble and the Stingers" 
3) "I Wlll Follow Him" 
4) Paul Fix 
5) The Cincinnati Red Legs 
6) Cleveland Brown, 
7) Richard Boone 
I) Bat Masterson, Burke's Law, Name of the Game 
9) Jimmy Dodd 
1 0) Neil Hefti 
~O~...Gi:rJ.rJ"'....tc,'"~e~aasJJIISSIDM>QJSSC ... 
Movie Review 
cont. from page 4 
a script, some lines, some motivation. I can't sympathize with a 
cause, or anything if it's thrown at me piece meal. 
Aretha Franklin sang, Don't Sing That Song To Me. About Sweet 
Sweetb,ck's Baadassss Song, exactly my sentiments. 
• • • • * 
Last Monday I caught the Marx Brothers in Room Service at the 
.Cornell Cinema. The movie was adapted from a Broadway play. and 
somewhat mutated to fit the Marx Brothers talents. Yet, it remained 
farcically in tai:t, and the Marx Brothers add a new dimension of 
slapstick. It's an innocent, fun loving movie, more of which I'd like to 
see around these days. 
Next week, the Cornell Cmema is offering Chaplin in The Kid on 
Monday, Bergman's Persona on Tuesday, Bogie in Dark Passage on 
Wednesday, and Prize Winning Student Films the rest of the week. 
Stop over if you get a chance. 
C rea~ively, Bark takes a back seat to Volunteers and perhaps th~ 
mtenm Jefferson Starship album. The void left by Spence Dryden 
(now New Riders) hasn't been plugged by Joey Covington who 
rna~ages at best a monotonous backing drum. Papa John Creach's 
vmlm, when heard, lacks any real flair but effectively complements 
Kaukonen's precise lead guitar on "Wild Turkey". As always, Grace 
is_ Grace. Love her or leave her (she'd make an interesting Statue of 
Liberty, I'm told). 
I************************~********• --
1 ·THE. COLLEGE SMOKER 
- Chances are you'll buy this album because its 
Jefferson Airplane. On my recommendation, e1tner save your bread 
and buy Electric Tuna or blow it on Bark for about three to five of 
the eleven cuts worth hearing: "Crazy Miranda", the third cut, is the 
first to bring any depth to the album. It's schizophrenic nature is 
d1aracterized by Grace's piano and Jorma's guitar. "Law Man" is a 
musically well-balanced Slick tale of growing hassles with the law. 
Grace's accompanying harmony is achieved pleasantly as well. 
Fmally "Third Week in Chelsea" is a very nice acoustic break from 
the rest of the album; a very honest song ("So we go on moving : 
trying to make this image real"), it stands out as a reflection on~ 
direction, clearly the mood of the album. 
I 
Just wanted to make a note of an obscure album ,worth hearing if II 
you have a bad case of de blooze. Lightnin' Hopkins In New York 
(~maby) is a collection of Sam Hopkins' classical blues. Li.kc B.B. :I 
Kmg, Sonny Boy Williamson, Muddy Waters, Willie Dixon and so~ 
many others, Hopkins' acclaim is long overdue. I 
!he everpresent time-tapping foot, the quiver in the voice, the 
weight of the words ("The longer you live, that's when you know 
what trouble is"), the guitar's wrinkled notes, all fuse to form a·! 
timeless account 'Of human experience. Most notable perhaps is ,, 
"Mister Charlie", a spoken word-sung-tale of the bossman 's rollin • 
mill (saw mill - they used to roll the logs down a hill) burning down 
and the stammering little boy trying to give him the message. 
Considerably frustrated by the boy's inability to articulate what he 
has on his mind, Mister Charlie the boss man says ... If you can't talk, i 
sing it." And how he does sing: "Ohhh. Mister Charlie. your rollin' : 
mill's burnin' down." Dig into your pocket and buy a piece.of time ,, 
!Compliments of Lightnin') 
his c·olumn made possible· •. ~,, .. ,, ..... 
by / 
' 
discount 
405 COLLEGE'AVENUE 
I 314 COLLEGE AVE. 
* ANNOUNCES 
* 
* I 
* i 
I 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* I. 
* I 
I 
* I 
A SALE 
Due !o popular support (especially from I.C.) 
We a.re continuing a EXPANDING our sale,. 
OPEN 7 DAYS AW-EEK 10am TO 10pm 272-9855 
10%~50% ·OFF 
LARGEST STOCK FAIREST PRICES 
~ ~ (for ~ or ceilings> 
Original ~ (last shipn ent!l 
Posters, beads; jewelry. etc. 
Sandals (At sacrifice prices) 
Flasks ( for those cold fa II gain es) 
Framed Prints 
Minerva Mini Masters 
I ~lip this ad, turn it in for an additional bonus 
....................................... 
I 
I 
* 
/ 
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EUB 
To 
SAB 
Cont. from paOe 3 
to report t.o the Student Body 
· Executive Board. This should 
maintain a link with ~tudent 
Government, to make SAB's 
iiiiiaiilililllllll--+ budgeting views known, and to 
SUZUKI HONCHO 90 
65MPH 
j100 Miles per Gallon · 
112 mo.- 12,000 mile warran 
CYCLE CITY RT. 13 DRYDEN 
Unit Provides 
Free Clinics_ 
Ithaca College's Mobile 
Audiology Unit will provide free 
hearing clinics starting this fall for 
approximately 4,000 people in 
the southern tier of New York 
State, thanks to a $6,800 grant 
from the Association for Crippled 
Children & Adults of New York 
State Inc. (The Easter Seal 
Society). The grant will finance 
the free clinic for children and 
adults in southern tier 
communities between September 
I, 1971 and August 31, 1972. 
Times and places. for the clinics 
will be announced later. 
THE COLLEGE SMOKER 
314 College Avenue 
I E.~ J>IPE ·SAL_E· 
Special Values: 
Close out: Kaywoodie Pipes 6.95 -· 50.00,- 40% off 
Soldato, Grand Master, Weber, Whitehall, Bolton, Imperial, Wild 
Honey and many more on sale at 35% off 
Other Pipes in stock include: 
Savinelli, Charatan, Ounhill, GBD, Longchamps, Kiko, Parker, Kriswell, 
Digby, Lloyds, Comodore, Royal Coach and more! 
Meerschaums, Calabash Pipes, Church wardens, Lighters, Pouches, Smokers 
Requisites of all kinds 
Coming Soon 
18' x 18' walk in Humidor, completely stocked with cigars and tobacco -
from around the wor:d. 
Private cigar stor~ge vaults are being leased now. 
On or about Otober 1st, a co,mplete pipe repair service, WHILE YOU 
WAIT. No more "not in yet, sorry" you hear in other stores. 
Open Seven Days a W~ek 10 til 10. 
272-9855 
We have Ithaca's ONL V skilled Tobacconist. 
Come over and see for yourself. 
P.S.: "Register" now for after hours classes in "Tobacco Blending 401," 
"Pipe Care 1 01" and others. 
' . . . 
..i.....;.. ......... ------------------------
prevent SAB from becoming a 
closed organization. 
Plans are .already being made 
for this year's programming. The 
Lone Ranger and the 
Wonderful World of. the Brothers 
Grimm have already been 
scheduled for Sept. 19 outside the 
·union. Midnight Cowboy will 
be shown in the PA building Oct. 
10, and on Sept. 26 Art Buchwald 
will be speaking in the gym. 
Movies under consideration 
include Mash, Z, Patton, J)ownhill 
Racer and Yellow Submarine. 
Speakers, Movies, art exhibits 
and all other Union activities are 
chosen by students, and anyone is 
free to help choose them. Come 
to the SAB meeting Thursday, 
Sept. 23, seven o'clock at the 
Union Rec room and find out 
what SAB does. If you are 
interested, you may join one or 
more of the standing committees, 
and by doing so become a 
member of SAB. This is one 
oportunity everyone has to make 
their voice heard. 
casese .. 
COLD BEER 
CE~Kt-GS 
PRODUC._ 
. ._., ..... _ .. _ ... ----· . 
:1····· .. ······-··············1 
·: WIICOlal.C.· .... 111 ! 
: . '° : 
··I '-· _JJ : 
=~· ! 
!I U.~1 
Carry out 
TAK•irr • ."g ~".-qn 
Corner MadllOn i. 3rd St.· ; 
108 L STATIE Z7a • 4114 
I 
I 
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What's Happening Here? 
.•••••••••• ••::W-:-S:W •••• 
• 
. 1 
Mu~ic The 39 Steps & House of Usher 
S~turday, September 18, Main 
Theatre, P.A. Building. 8:00 PM, 
$.75 
Aretha Franklin 
The Lone Ranger In The City of Lost 
Gold & The Wonderful World of the 
Brothers Grimm Friday, September 17, Barton Hall, 
8:30 PM, $3.50 Sunday, September 19. Outside I 
Egbert Union fin case of raon ,n Rec. 
Room), 9:00 PM, Free Adm1ss1on, 
Sponsored by SAB. 
Andy Mendelson 
Saturday, September 18, Crossraods 
Adjacent to Tower Snack Bar, 8:30, 
9:30, 10:30 PM, Free Admission. The Kid I 
• 
• 
C:int-ma 
.. 
Monday, September 20. Ives 120, 
8:00 PM, $1.00 
.,.rsona 
Tuesday, September 21, Statler, 7 & 
9:15 PM, $1.25. 
r. • • •, • • • • , ... --· • • • • 
Love Pangs & The Fatal Glau of Beer 
I, Have Badge, WIii Chase 
Les Enfants Du Paradis 
frlday, Saturday, September 17-18, 
Statler, c PO M, $1.25. 
Kelly's Heroes 
Friday, Saturday, September 17-18, 
Ives 120, 7 and 9:00 PM, $1.00 
Tuesday, September 21, Crossroads 
adjacent to Tower Snack Bar, 
8-11: 00 PM (continuous showings), 
Free Admission. 
Bogle In Dark Passage 
Wednesday, September 22, Ives 120, 
8:00 PM, $1:00. 
Prize-Winning Student Films 
Art Buchwald, humorist columnist, will appear on the Ithaca i 
College campus to speak on "The Establishment is Alive and Well in 1 
Washington." Buchwald will be speaking in the Ben Light Gym on : 
September 26 at 8:00 p.m. The Student Activities Board (SAB) will 1· 
sponsor the program. Admission is free. 
• ***** I 
The new Student Activities Board will h·old an open meeting I 
Thursday, September 23, at 7:00 p.m. The meeting will be in the 
Union Recreation Room. At the meeting, students will be solicited 
for membership on its various committees including Performing 
Arts, lectures, and films. 
* * ••• 
State Assemblywoman Constance Cook (R - Ithaca), Chairwoman 
of the Assembly Education Committee, is the first guest speaker at 
the first of this year's President's Seminars on American Institutions. 
"The Truth About Politics on the State Level" is the subject of 
Thursday's seminar, September 23, set for 8:00 p.m. in the Union 
Lounge. There will be at least four more seminars in this year's 
series. The next, scheduled for the end o( October considers 
"Institutional Racism." 
• * * •• 
(World Premier), Thursday, 
September 23, Statler, 7 & 9:15 PM, 
$1-25. 
~ 
Hangouts $ 
, .................. . 
Boffalongo 
Friday, September 17, A Salty Dog, 
$1.00 
Snake 
Saturday,· September 18, A Salty 
Dog, $1.00 
eerceuse 
ThlHSday, September 23, A Salty 
Dog, $LOO. 
. 
----------·········· 
Faculty Unionization Meeting 
1 Richard Rapp and Ed wesnofske of 
J Federation of Teachers. Friday, 
I September 1 7, T-l 02, 4 :00 PM. 
I Synchronized Swimming Tuesday, September 21, Pool at P.E. 
· Building, 7:00 PM. I IC Fellowship of Athletes Wednesday, September 22, E,JSt 
Tower Lobby, 7:00 PM. 
SAB Open Meeting 
Thursday, September 23, Un,on 
Recreation Room, 7:00 PM. 
··············------
I. t.· t' l u rt' 
Second Sn In Ac:adtm• 
Wednesday, September 22, Mrs. 
Margaret Rumbargcr, Speaker, Union 
Recreation Room, 8:00 PM. 
The Truth About Polltlcs On Tne Stat, 
Level 
Thursday, September 23, Stale 
Assemblywoman Constance Cook 
(R-lthaca), Union L:ounge, 8:00 PM. 
.. _ .. ______________ _ 
• Fin t· Ar l..., , • ! I' 
l~················--1 Watercolors And Drawings 
Thursday, September 16 through 
Saturday, October 9, by Zcv, Blum, 
121 E. Buffalo Street, Ithaca, 
5:30-7:30 PM, 
Shabbat Dinner 
Friday, September 17, Ocmotte 
Room, Egbert Union, 5:30 PM • r .................. . 
• • . , 
. ........ •... . . 
J.V. Soccer vs. Corning 
weonesday, September 22, 4:00 PM. 
afternoon at 4:00 p.111. in T-1 O::!. This 1111.!eting will he open to 
faculty, administration, and tho.! press (and those trom other 
campuses which have expressed an interest 111 exploring.the question 
of unionization) There will be an informal dinner at the Tower Club 
with Messrs. Rapp and Wesnofske at 6:00 p.111. Anyone who might 
be interested in joining them at dinner 1s urged to wntact Robert 
Lieberman for reservations (x3208). 
• * •• * 
Margaret L. Rumbarger, Associate Secretary for the National 
AAUP, will discuss "The Second Sex in Academe" at a public 
lecture, 8:00 p.m. Wednesday in the Union Recreation Room. lier 
visit to IC is being sponsored by Committee W of the coili:ge AAUP 
chapter. Prior to the lecture she will spend the day with -various 
campus groups. 
• •• * • 
All IC students interested in synchronized swimming should 
attend a meeting on Tuesday night, September 2 1, at 7 :00 p.m. at 
the po.ol in the Physical Education buildmg. 
•• * •• 
Richard Rapp, Regional Director of the New York Statei 
Fedcrati~n of Teachers, and Ed Wenofske, President of the State I What's your dog's name anyway, Barb? 
University Federation of Teachers, will meet with the faculty this 
A meeting of the Ithaca College Fellowship of Athletes will be 
held in the East Tower lobby on Wednesday, September 22, al 7:00 
p.m. Service will be extended to special education children in 
downtown Ithaca. Proposed activities include swimming and gym 
activities. All those interested are invited to attend . 
......... , ;•. . .. -- .... 
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-Centrex Shortage 'E·ased 
Some Problems Remain 
As a result of the 
disappearance o( Terrace area 
centrex phones, Bell Telephone 
Co. has flown in two repairmen 
from Louisiana and Tennessee. As 
of last Monday, the Terrace 
centrex phones, except for some 
R.A. phones, have been installed 
and Garden Apartment phone 
installations have already begun. 
Over 200 phones have been· 
installed, and there arc over I 00 
to go. 
Why the Terrace centrex 
phones were removed remains a 
mystery, but there arc several 
theories. Mr. Robert Howland, 
Director of Business Services, 
thinks that the phones were 
stolen. According to Mr. Howland 
there was no order issued by the 
C ollegc to remove _ the Terrace 
phones. Dave Knowlton pointed 
out, however, that it is extremely 
unlikely that anyone- would steal · 
the ohones. especially in such a 
haphazard fashion. - Where nave all the centrexes gone7 
The most probable rea$on is 
that Bell Telephone, who often 
calb in servicemen fr0m Cortland 
'and Syracuse to help during rush 
seasons, inadvertantly removed 
the centrex phones while 
removing .the R.A. phones. The 
R.A. phones were rer{loved during 
the summer to save money, but 
could not be reinstalled before 
·school started because oftlte N .Y. 
Telephone strike. · 1 
Missing centrex phones in the 
Tower dorms is a different story_ 
Mr. Howland had two of the four 
phones on each floor removed. 
-- ···-·-· ·-·-··-
I . • I .·:, ,:- .•.•...• 
bringing the student-telephone 
ratio in line with that of the rest 
of the campus and saving money. 
Annual savings is about S2,400. 
Telephones in the Quad dorms, l meanwhile, have been forgotten. A number of centrex phones there 
are either not working or are 
missing mouthpieces. Several pay 
phones work in only one 
direction .. usually incoming. 
Non-functioning centrcx phones 
constitute a fire hazard and 
danger, as they arc the one link 
students have with the Safety 
Division. 
Student phones have been 
given first priority' according to 
Mr. Howland. A quick check 
revealed that phone work still has 
not been done in the President's 
office and in the Union Office. 
The two repairmen expect that it 
will take about two more weeks 
to complete the work. 
, ....... :,h 
- r , -.. - ··:r:.. • 
FRI. N 
The Return of_ 
BUFFALONGO 
~AT.NITE 
SNAKE 
3 PM - 1AM 
413 TAUGHAN·NOCK BLVD. 
- ----- -
115-17 S. CAYUGA ST. DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
. --
mobiles - etchings 
art prints calendars -
FALL WEEKEND 
TRAFFIC 
SAT. OCT. 2 8P.M. Ben Light 
Gymnasium 
TICKETS ON SALE MON. SEPT. l~ 
• Only 1000 tickets at $4-aivailable to IC Students 
must show I.D. Limit 2 per I.D. on sale Eabert 
Union aU other tickets 55. 
ON SA~E AT 
Willard Straight Hall 
Mayer·s Smoke Shop 
l.clADI.NII DOC·C .. 
. Fri." Nite MISTY BLUES 
TONY'S PLEASURE 
Sunday M~w.ie· . 
Endless Sumine·~ 
R~ervations or Information 
· 273-131-2 
Rt. 366 , Ithaca, N.Y. 
' .. 
..... -~. : ..... ,J • .# ... ~;;;/1~.JfJj.~ .. 
.Livin' In The USA 
by Steve Kavee 
And now after the succe·ss of Viet Nam, Kent State and more. the 
•overnment and those in control, proudly present, "Annihilation at 
\ttica." 
It's not a Bogart film. Geo.-ge Raft isn't talking about "them 
cn:ws" or "bustin' ·outa here.'' The people arc by and large not 
l'hite or members of organized crime in this_ country_ They are 
BJJck, Puerto Rican and poor white; some of them are dead. But 
d1y'? 
When people cease to be viewed in human terms and become a 
Jung, it is easy to simply kill them. In Viet Nam, how many 
,om bing runs does it take until the bombadier sees just concrete and 
1<1t people. In prison, the human beings arc prisoners, numbers and 
1.1~ically not real. They arc wrong, they did wrong, they are not 
,·ople. It's a gook in Southeast Asia; a con in prison. With the same 
,Jind fanaticism that keeps us in Viet Nam searing the land with 
11,1palm, halting Communism, that same righteous attitude kills 
prisoners and guards alike. Both situations involve a struggle for 
hhcration. 
It took years of bombing until the U.S. realized that 33 million 
'11:tnamese could not be destroyed and their struggle will continue. 
)nly in desperation did the U.S. enter into negotiations and 
hJsically for the release of prisoners. Attica Prison was a far more 
hJsic situation. The stark reality prison officials confronted was 
JJ-00 men refusing the institutional inhumanity of Attica. 
These men were met with the harshest of all responses and yet a 
r~sponse consistent with U.S. policy. The prisoners demands were 
hJ~ic. Better food, real rehabilitation; a human existence. But 
Rockefeller could not see past the means they used. To Rockefeller 
Jnd people like him, prisoners must be punished. And when they 
truggle,and dare to win they arc more menacing t_han ever. 
TURN TRASH INTO TREASURE 
..... IN MINUTES 
BE ECOLOGIC.AL ... 
Attic.a!! 
OLDE TIME BOTTLE CUTTER KIT 
Turn old bottles into handsome glassware you can use around your 
home v;ith Ephrems' bottle cutter kits. Make glasses, lamps, candy 
dishers, hour glasses, vases . .. anything you'd like. 
VISIT OUR HOUSEWARES DEPARTMENT 
." ...... SEE FOR YOURSELF! 
10.00 
0 0 W N S°I' A IR S ST O R E 
.~ . .~ ' ...... 
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George Report 
Cont. from page 1 
awa1t1ng apprcw.11 hy the · athkt1,· events·. ,·oncerts. and 
Budget Committec is the pur.:luse tr.1fi1,· con1rol. Tr.tining in first 
of J l\\o-door ,,·dan \'clu..-Ic .ind aid and rcs,·ue te1.:h111ques were 
I he h1r1ng ,lf ;_11 least onc proposed hy the students as W<'ll 
add111011al pJ!rolmJn and one .is possible a.·ademi,· ,·redit. 
. build mg gu,ml. A p pJr,•nt ly. t lwt propos.11 died 
· . Auxiliarv Force ,omcwhere• .ilonc !hc \\'a\'. l S l) 111c I h Ing ;101 p.isscd. hut· The· f111anc1al hurd,•n · would he 
1under adm1n1slrJt1ve· tremendous 1t all 
.', cons1derat1Clll 1s th,• for111.1t1011 of ree·ommendat1011s w<.'re 10 hl' 
i an auxilian poh,·e force. In l·ase pass,·d ;ind f111.1nced. Pre•sitknt 
; of a scriou~ c111ergcn,~. mstcad of Plulhps ,·0111me•n1ed. ··rm not sure• 
I calling outside .1genc1es ( ,tate. cit~ th.it It h.1e·.1 Colle!,!l' e·.in .1ffonl t lus pol ICC). Which WOUid probably kind of po(i<:e force . . . Or I only raise tension even more. the• whe!lll'r \W would w.1111 to h.1vc it 
I auxi!iary could be .:ailed upon. if we• could." lie pomted out that The report recommends that thl' the st.llemcnt doc!> not imply 
college train and uniform George 1~ not cnrn•ct 111 l11s 
students. staff. and/or employees findings .ind ~uggestion~: hut 
to ~·reate such a force. The~e rather th.it IC l·ould po!>sibly 
patrolmen would possibly also approach the matter diffrrent ly. 
work as desk clerks. bu1ld111g Phillips states that h,·,·aus<' of 
gu·ards, or at other positions. Last lime, an olf1cial st.1tcment on the 
October. a similar student report has not been released. 
recommendation was made to the However. an expJa11;1tion of !he · 
Safety Division for students to Administration's stand will 
help with poli.:c operations at probably be released next week. 
"j 
I' 
enior CitizensRumm~geSale 
"Stur/enl• Are We/con,e" 
-At 
213 South Genewa Street 
New Center for Senior Citizens 
Next to McGraw House 
J'hursday - Sept, 16th-17th-18th 
Opens at 9 A.M. 
Sehmlay - Sept. 18th 
Closes Dally - 5 P .M. 
Excel/eal Sariags -
Clothing - Utensils - Dishes 
Books - Household Furnishings 
A1111aol &ea .S.,n, 1'SZ 
Sponsored by 
Ithaca's exclusive *Keepsake dealer 
Brand Names retailer of the year 
..... only two time winner 
SPECIAL 
WEEKENDER 
FARES 
TO FLORIDA, 
PU_ERTO RICO,. 
THE BAHAMAS 
ANDBURMUDA 
CHECK WITH 
Travel Agency, .Inc. 
414 Eddy Street 
273-4443·. 
' 
. ,.·,,·.:. 
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Buffalo: 
appearing at Kleinhan~ ~lu~K· Hall 
HOWDY DOODY SHOW, Sept. 17. 7:00 p.rn. 
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE 
&JAMES COTTON BLU.ES BAND. Sr.:pt. 24. 8:30 p.m 
ISLEY BROS. Sept. 26. 8:30 p.m. 
Rochester: 
Syracu~e: 
(coming: FACES) 
appearing at War Mernonal: 
JAMES BROWN, Sept. 18. 8:30 p.m. 
ISLEY BROS, Sept 25. 8 :00 p.m. 
(coming: JETHRO TULL) 
appearing at War Memorial 
SAVOY BROWN,Sept.18,8:30 p.m. 
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE:, Sept. 25. 8:30 p.m. 
Alhany: 
JAMES BROWN, Sept. 26. 8:30 p."m. 
(coming: SANTANA) 
appearing at Albany State C...ym 
(Homecoming Weekend) 
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR. Oct. 3, 8 :30 p.m. 
Date of appearances for all performers arc tentative and subJcct to 
possible change. Ttckl.!ts arc available at placl.! of performance and in 
some cases t:lsewherc in the city. For further mformation, contact 
the :isled place of performance. 
Why not7 
Mangione WAS a teftle. 
·Con,rress Fac_es 
Fall B~cklog 
(WCNS_)--Cong_ress 1:ace~ alr-oll-call vote. Other measures 
backlog ol .N maJor leg1slat1ves Congress faces include: 
items and five appropriation Higher Education: The 
measures as it returns to work President's proposed legislation to 
after a four-wl!ek recess. In the re-focus college aid toward 
words of House Minority Leader low-income students passed the 
Gerald R. Ford (R - Mich.). Senateinmodifiedformandisup 
'·While time mard1es, the for further consideration in the 
Congress crawls." · House. The proposed N:rtional 
At the· top of the list is Foundation for Higher Education 
President Nixon's crash program has not been considered. 
to get the economy going. The E n v i r o n m e n t : T h l' 
three measures confronti.,g Administration's 18-bill plan of 
Congress are: I) repeal of the I 97 I has yet to reach the floor of 
ten percent auto excise tax either house in any form. At thL' 
exemptions to $700 starting next t o p of th I! I is t are J 
year instead of in 1973, and 3) a sulfur-emissions tax. ocean 
ten percent job development tax dumping regulations and a land 
credit for one year and five use policy ad. 
percent thereafter to encourage Health ('are: The deball' 
industrial investment and more c o n t i n u I! s o v c r t h l' 
jobs. Administration's ··healll: 
Thc---next priority item is maintenance organizations .. plan 
reactivation of the draft after 31 and Sen. Edward Kennedy's $74 
years' operation (with a year's billion universal health care plan 
lapse in 1947-48) was passed by Hearings have not been 
the House and awaits Senate completed. The President's $ I 00 
' approval. The Mansfield million cancer cure campaign 
amendment requiring American awaits further House hearings. 
troops to leave Vietnam within Drugs: The "war on crime .. 
nine months now reads as a "sense announced by the President last 
of the Congress" resolution that June now depends on ammunition 
the troops be 'withdrawn a~. soon from Congress. The $155 million 
as possible - language that may program includes setting up ~ 
, displease the Senate, although it special action office for drug I won House ap~roval~n a 2!~.:! 04 · aHbusc prevention in the White 
r----,.~-----::=--------------....;:...-----------::7.~r---------1 -- ouse. Campaign Financing: Thl' 
Senate passed on version in 
August and the House will begin 
hearings this month on ib 
political broadcasting ·and 
campaign spending bills. The 
White House has indicated it 
prefers a comprehensive attack on 
the .high cost of running for 
office. 
Government Reorganization: 
President Nixon's plan to regroup 
the federal government's agencies 
along functional lines is far down 
Congress' priority list. White 
House Congressional liaison chief, 
Clark MacGregor, says this plan 
will be the hardest to get through 
Congress. 
Welfare Reform: The Family 
Assistance ·Plan - "the most 
important social legislation in 35 
years" - was passed by the House 
in June and begins further 
hearings in the Senate. Under the 
President's new economic plan. 
FAP would not go into effect 
until 1973, even if passed this 
year. 
~her measures inclucfc 
funding for implementing school 
desegregation, Office of Economic 
Opportunity reorganization. 
n o - fa u I t a u to i n s u r a n ce. 
realignment of foreign assistance 
programs, and direct election of 
the President. 
COMPLETE' 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
he'Dampu .. , 
.J)ank 1SLimp 
~~l:tulia.. 
' . 
Congress Attempts 1· 
Budget-Co(!rdination 
- by Ward Silver · . · - · 
'e have an enormous task 1 ····:•':::;·;1~..;, · ·.- • · -~ • · · ' 
re us." With these words '..):;,k)t 
man Kevin Brownell opened ;,.;y)}?' 
iirst session of Student t:\i5)-J 
,.,. ~ 
gress for the 1971-72 i~ ·, 
•mic year. The meeting drew :-;'JJ" 
p.:ctable 49 representatives to -~ 
Union Recreation Room 
day evening, a hopeful sign, 
111ng last year's waning 
nngs. 
1\cussion centered around the 
\ created Student Congress ' 
~et Committee which will, 
· Congressional approval, be 
IY responsible for budget 
irs dealing with student 
" ,.,l 
Kevin Brownell 
,·., 
;. -
t' 
'i.: 
,11ons on the campus. A The Executive Board later 
10n to accept ·regulatory recommended the election of Lou 
deli n es for budge tory Pushkin (Poli Sci), John Thwartes 
edures was tabled until next (Economics), Russ Halley 
·'s meeting. However, another (English), Greg Davis (H&S), Bill 
1on accepting the lifting of the Adams (P.E.) and Lucy Mysyk 
ae" on budget requests was (Music) to the Campus Life 
~d - Joanne Solomon, pledging Committee. A Congressional vote 
committee's budgeted accepted the nomination. 
ODO "would not be used as a Various subjects such as the 
;\'er base·,.-. was elec·ted men's gymnastics team affair, the 
1rwoman of the committee. marching band and judicial 
ther business dealt with the organization were not discussed. 
1 promotion of a free concert Howeyer, Brownell did propose 
C9ngress and the Free Bunch the formation of a supreme 
eration near the end of the legislative body similar to a Senate 
nth. A motion was passed as well as the abolition of the 
!ting $500 for the affair. present tenure system for faculty. 
··------··-·····--·--·----······--···-· The Ithacan . Asks 
............••.•......... , ••......................... 
ATTICA 
o you agree with the methods that were used by state and federal 
£facials to put down the Attica Prison rebellion7 
- '"';::~- .... - - ' . -. ·- , ...... :. 
'.,f ... 
e Tenenblatt '74 French 
.:· -~ 
Bruce Boolchout '7S Business .. · - · 
There should be some better 
y than bloodshed and murder 
any situation. It is never 
ccssary to kill somebody. They 
uld have tried to resolve it by 
ther co vers tion. 
The officials shouldn't have 
rushed in there. They should have 
waited until something actually 
happened. They could have cut 
off the food supply or something 
instead, 
Bob Oliver, Physical Plant 
It depends on whether the 
hostages were killed before they 
. went in. The prison over reacted. 
It should have been changed. 
Some of the prisoner's demands 
were right. Whe·n sent to prison 
people cannot have all the regular 
advantages qr else the penal code 
wouldn't mean anything. The 
officials_ had to go in eventually. 
ROBERT S .. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, .IMC. 
YOUR PROTECTION ..: OUR PROFESSION 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd -- Clas ~f '24 
Robers L. Boothroyd -- Claa of '61' 
~~ G. ICeyaer --Claa or '52 
William Flynn -- C.L.U • 
..._m.1100 
3126.Seneu-St ltuca,N.Y. 
''We Wekoae Your h1q11lry" 
....... 
SALE RUNS SUNDAY THRU SAT. 
MIDTOWN RECORD and 
TAPE CENTER~INC. 
SPECIAL 
SELECTION •• 
RECORDS 
HUNDREDS 
OF TlnES! 
MANY 
STEREO! 
Catalog Prices 
14.98 and $5.98 
88 
Per 
Recorl 
• BLUENOTE • PACIFIC JAZZ 
• IMPULSE • CADET. 
• VERVE • WORLD PACIFIC 
• COUNT USIE 
• DONALD BYRD 
• RAY BRYANT 
• LESS McCANN 
• 3 SOUNDS 
• RAY CHIii.IS 
• JIMMY Sllllll 
• CANNIIIBAll ADDERI.Y 
• MILT JACKSON 
• JOHNNY LYT1£ 
• JIMMY llcGIIFF 
• RIME LEWis 
• KAI WINDING 
• JAZZ CRUSADERS 
• RICHARD "GOOVE" HOLMES · 
• WES MONTGOMERY 
• AHMAD JAMAL 
• JAMES IIOODY 
• JUNIOI IANCE 
• GRANf- GREEN 
• CHET BAKER 
• HANK MOBLEY 
• GABOR ZABO 
• HORACE SILBER 
• LOU DONALDSON 
• JACKIE McLEAN 
• THRONIOUS MONK 
• CAL TJADER 
• HERBIE MANN 
• LESTER YOUNG 
• EW FITZGERALD 
• DUKE PEARSON 
• STANLEY TURRENTINE 
• BLUE MITCHELL 
• JACK McDUFF 
• STAN GETZ 
• HOWARDS ROBERS 
• GILBERTO 
• ART II.AIEY • OSCAR PETERSON 
• DUI£ EWNCTON 
OUR ENTIRE STOCK f 
JAZZ RECORDS 
and TAPES 
~~:~~a297 311 437 
1491 • IJ91 • • 
11nd 1691 Per Reco~ 
TAPES I-Tracie and Cass1H1 
Cdtala• Prier, 
$6.98 and $7.9~. 8 7and5. 3 
All current tlUesl All major labels! Plus your 
largest ,election of early vintage items! 
SOMETHING NEW ' .. IL 
Jazz Imports! -4.98 
• Hard-to-Get Earl1 J'aza Dlsrontlnued 
IJltbetJ.8.A. . 
• Lar,e1t Selection From th• Golden 
Yean 9f J'm (IIZG-H) 
e LOUIS AltMSTltONII • BIX IIIEDERIIEl<t 
e JIMMY LUNCEFORD • DUKE ELLINGTON 
e COU.HT I.UIE • LIONEL HAMP'TON 
An_d M•r1y Othrr1 ! 
. '. 
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Baumann f-a:;;:~ ;·7o;, ·11HACAH Field Hockey Makes 
To Lead 
Bombers 
ICAC Soccer Title Final Cut; Squad 
Readies For Season 
John Baumann, a senior 
defensive safety from Sayville, 
L.I ., N .Y .. has been elected 
Captain of the 1971 Ithaca 
College football team. 
The election, which took place 
on Monday, was a fitting 
conclusion to a Cinderella story 
for the 6-2, 190-pound performer. 
Baumann never played high 
school football. As a freshman at 
IC pc was hurt after the first 
game, and mis.~ed the rest of the 
season. As a sophomore, he was 
hurt in pre-season and never 
played a game. Last year, he stayed 
healthy and started every game at 
safety. Baumann did an 
outstanding job, according to 
Head Coach Jim Butterfield, 
intercepting two passes and 
making 37 tackles. 
Baumann is listed to start again 
this year in a defensive backfield 
that Butterfield rates as the best 
he's ever had. 
A General Studies major at 
Ithaca, Baumann is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Franklyn Baumann of 89 
Manton Street in Sayvillc, and is a 
'68 graduate of Sayvillc High 
§cbool season opening up next week, 
here's how it looks in the ICAC: 
Ithaca: Though the Bombers 
only play four of twelve at home, 
they could have the top defense in 
the league with All-ICAC goalie 
Dave Riegl back, as well as last 
year's fullbacks - Steve Klingman, 
Danny Unser, and Ward Silver. 
Scoring will have to come from 
last year's top scorers Bruce 
Marino and Tony Watson, along 
with Rusty Flook and Joe Roach. 
Mike Borne bolsters the halfback 
positions. With more experience 
than last year, the Bombers could 
1
bc close to the title. 
R .P .I.: They have won the 
ICAC title every year since 1964, 
and will be favored again. The 
major reasons arc All-Americans 
Casey Trappenburg and Lucky 
Kamanga, who were 1-2' in ICAC 
scoring last year. Defense is 
backboncd by captains Gerry 
Mitchell and Dave Biggs, and these 
plus other key returnees could 
MAYERS 
SMOKE SHOP 
Headquarters for 
PAPERBACK BOOKS 
For-
Classroom Assignments 
The Classics 
General Fiction 
Check our large selection 
. .:... .. • .... 
mainstays of their defense 
through graduation, but still have 
goalie Rich Cohen, who has three 
shutouts last year. Scoring power 
is weak, as are the halfback spots, 
and R.I.T. could have their first 
losing season in five year. 
Clarkson: The Golden Knights 
have 16 lettermen returning, 
including All-State fullback Dick 
C i a n c i o t t o , a n d ·. t w o 
All.Conference players in· Tony 
Ragusa and Cade Lockwood. With 
some good defensive candidates 
Clarkson could be ready to mov~ 
up in the ICAC. 
Hobart: Hobart rallied to win 
six of its last eight games last year, 
and 20 lettermen are returning 
from that team. Ted Skalny, who 
now holds Hobart's career scoring 
record, heads up the offense, and 
honorable-mention goalie Jim 
Barysh will lead back a veteran 
defense. Hobart is another dark 
horse in the race for the title. 
Alfred: Only three starters 
werct.. lost from last year, and high 
scorer Bill Dysart and high assist 
man Mike Burgdorf return. A high 
school All-State fullback Rich 
RY ge I, will be in the starting 
line-up, as Alfred should have its 
first winning soccer season ever. 
That's the round-up. If you're 
looking for a pre-season 
prediction, the favorite has to be 
R.P .I., with St. Lawrence, Ithaca, 
and Hobart fighting for the 
runner-up spot and giving R.P .I. 
the toughest fight they've ever 
had for the title. 
~y Kathi Whalen 
The final cut for the field 
hockey te~m. has been made. and 
the trimmed squad is hard al work 
preparing for the season ahead. 
The team includes eight starters· 
from last year's undefeated squad. 
plus four other returning players. 
The team also has a fine roster of 
freshmen and sophomores who 
are new to the team. 
Coach Doris Kostrinsky says 
that it's really too early to tell 
much, but she feels the team will 
have good depth and a very 
aggressive forward line. Despite 
the high number of returning 
players, virtually every position is 
open and the competition for 
starting members is keen. There 
are at least two women trying for 
each position and most of the 
women arc able to play two or 
mo re positions. The team, 
therefore, will have great depth 
and versatility. 
The returning players are led 
by seniors Sandy Dusenbery and 
Linda Gatewood and juniors Pat 
Burgess, Dayna Daniels, Sue 
Kennedy and Kathi Whalen. 
Sophomores Nanc·y. Blakely, 
Nancy Buttler, Helen Gibson. 
Jan Ice Kirkpatrick. Cheryl 
Kranzley and Holly Mial are bai:k 
for their second year on the team. 
New players are sophomores 
Caroline Bloss. Pat Tabozzi. Diane 
Hoffman. Karen Hornbostet. 
Sarah Montgomery and Pam 
Schute, and the freshman dass is 
represented by Leigh Buck. 
Marjorie Jones, Beth Nisco, Liz 
Price, Sally Scatton. Andrea 
Sussman, Kathy Watt and Barbara 
Wieler. 
In this week's practii:es 
positions will be finalized and 
various combinations will try 
playing together as Coach 
. Kostrinsky looks for a winning 
team. The IC women face a tough 
schedule in which they play 
Brockport, Cortland, Hartwick. 
Cornell and Lock Haven State. 
They will also play a scrimmage 
game with East Stroudsburg and 
host the state tournament. 
Despite the challenging schedule, 
which is made harder because the 
team plays its away games at 
Brockport, East Stroudsburg and 
Lock Haven, all concerned are 
· looking forward to a successful 
season. 
Wennogle GQins 
Scholar~hip 
Larry Wennogle, a May 1971 
graduate of Ithaca College, has 
been awarded a Postgraduate 
Scholarship by the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association. 
The scholarships are presented 
each year to those student 
athletes who excel in the 
classroom and in one or more 
sports. 
Wcnnogle, a Summit, .N.J. 
resident, was one of 80 collegians 
to receive the coveted NCAA 
scholarships this year. He was the 
first Ithaca College athlete ever to 
be nominated for the award. 
Conference Tournament. 
Wennogle is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. John E. Wennogle, 3 Dale 
Drive, Summit, and is a '67 
graduate of Summit High. School. 
..., ....... -.-----.-.... ,,, ............. ;.._._..., 
MIAA 
News 
Wen nogl e, who majored in IW'IN'IA"9111.1'1.1""N""""M""'"",u""'111,111"" 
· Chemistry at Ithaca, attained ii 
cumulative average of 3.26 and· 
graduated Cum Laude. He will 
attend the University of Colorado 
Graduate School Of Chemistry 
this fall. 
The hard-working Wennogle 
earned three letters in wrestling at 
Ithaca, and had an overall record 
. of 31-8-3. He captained the team 
as a senior when he posted a 
16-2-2 mark and won the 150 
pound championships at both the 
Rochester Tech Invitational, and 
the Independent College Athletic 
Plans are now in full swing in 
starting tM new 1971-72 season 
for intramural sports at Ithaca 
College. The first meeting of 
officials and captains for the 
touch football league was held last 
Monday and practice started on 
Wednesday. Bowling will start in 
October. 
Anyone who is interested in 
officia'ting at the M.I.A.A. touch 
football games is asked to contact 
Herb Broadwell in the M.l.A.A. 
office, Room 17 in the Hill 
Physical Education Center. 
.------~--SUZUKI. 185 SIERRA 
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Gridders Face 
Stern Test 
Plloto '" Scott Pllrtl 
by Phil Chardis 
I 
Well, the 1971 edition of the order to have a chance. 
hJ..:a Blue Bombers has left for The West Chester defense is no 
t,t Chester, Penn., where they easy pickin's either, and a lot will 
ill face the toughest test of the depend on Ithaca's own claim to 
Json ·in their opening game fame, Doug Campbell. On his first 
morrow night. Ithaca ·will take play from scrimmage in last year's 
the always-tough West Chester game, Doug broke away for a 
am~ in the 7:30 _p.m. contest. fantastic 56-yard touchdown run, 
~t year the score of this game only to have it called back on a 
J, ·s6-0 at Ithaca, and the year clipping penalty. This took the 
fore that at West Chester it was heart right t>Ut of the Blue, and it 
l-0. In all, the Rams have won was all downhill from there. 
, Jgainst the Blue, lost none, and Besides Doug, flanker Barry 
td one - back in 1940. lthaca has Smith, running hacks Volpe and 
~vcr scored more than eight Welch, and split end Joe Moresco 
mis vs. the Rams and never will all have to put out super 
ore than one touchdown. Add efforts against W.C. 
this the facts that West Chester Defensively, our hope lies in 
111 be opening up a brand-new the secondary, where Ed 
Jd1um and a capacity crowd of Tackabcrry, Dave Rl'ed, and 
DO is expected to be on hand, newly-elected captain John 
d a veteran team returning for Baumann will try to knock down 
C., and you don't come out or catch Pierantozzi's tosses. 
1th a very bright picture for Incidentally, it was a· John 
h~i:a. But cheer up, fans, we will Baumann interception last year 
ly play them once more (in which set up the 56-yard 
li2) after tomorrow night. After Campbell run. ' 
~ 1, l t ha ca w i II be in the Looking for a prediction from 
dependent College Athletic here? Okay, if l have to, l have tc-
onference, and will be playing The only chance for Ithaca is to 
ams more on its own level. score early - hopefully on their 
The only problem for West first' series of downs. Maybe the 
hester see·ms to be in deciding Bombers can catch West Chester 
hl,h quarterback to start. Last overconfident and looking past 
ar the starter was junior (now the game, and give them a surprise 
nior) Ernie Forchetti and from which it will be tough to 
though he ran the team well, the recover. Realistically, it's: West 
1g star was sophomore (now Chester 42, Ithaca 14. 
n1or) quarterback Tom Sentimentally, and with a lot of 
·erantozzi, who completed 12 of hope, it's Ithaca 21, West Chester 
3 passes for 218 yards. He passed 14 (but don't count on it). 
r two touchdowns and ran for Listen to the game on WICB 
o more himself. Pierantozzi AM and FM beginning at 7: l 5. 
oks like the logical starter, along , The Bombers may surprise us all. 
lth halfback Bob Wolfrum, who · At any rate, see you at home on 
so scored two TD's against IC the 25th when the Bombers 
st year. These are the two that record their first win against 
e Bombers will have to stop in Denison. 
COOK ::-GlUNTLffl 
-,.1. -•WORLDWIDE TRAVEL SERVICE 
•=• • INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
:w; PLANNED IN EVERY DETAIL 
273-3073 
207 N. AURORA ST. A Division of 
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Runners Boxing Champ Sizes-
- In- Up Ithaca Opponent 
arai'hon 
by Dave Fem 
What better way to spend a 
Saturday morning, afternoon, and 
evening than running the Cornell 
track? Such was the ca5C with 
seven Ithaca College cross.country 
members, who attempted to run a 
24-hour relay. Those daring 
athletes included Dave Bell, Ron 
Redfield-Lyon, Mike Post, Jeff 
Tossdall, Kevin Morisroe, Rich 
Miller and Jim Hagen. 
Worltl light heavyweight 
champion Bob Foster is most · 
anxious to "get a look" at his 
ne,ct scheduled opponent. Tommy 
Hicks of Ithaca N .Y. and "if it is 
a\ all possible" Foster will be in 
Scranton Pa.. on the night of 
September 22 to see Lockport, 
N y native Hicks engage Walter 
O~shinsky, Scranton collegian, ~n 
a JO-round bout at Cathohc 
Youth Center. 
Foster and Hicks are 
tentatively matched for October 
23 in the same ring. Hicks must 
impressively defeat Opshinsky to 
clinch the championship 
opportunity. 
"I've never fought a 
left-hander," revealed Foster, 
owner of the best knockout 
record in the history of the 
173-pound division, and 
four-round conaueror of Hel 
Carroll at Scranton last March. 
"l'd like to study Hicks' moves 
and avoid the danger of being 
confronted with a style I wouldn't 
be prepared to meet." 
Foster's statement followed a 
telephone talk with his manager, 
Lou Viscusi of Tampa. The 
titleholder, who has knocked out 
36 of 48 opponents for a .745 
average, recently moved to Albu-
querque from Maryland to be 
nearer- his mother and Foster's 
occupation with preparing a new 
home for his family may interfere . 
with the desire to "check Hicks." 
"lf Bob can't go to Scranton· 
for the Hicks-Opshinsky bout I'll 
send his trainer Billy Edwards. It's 
imperative that we know more 
about Hicks who, off two strong 
fights with Don McAlinden in 
London, rates respect," Viscusi 
stated. Edwards is a Washington, 
D.C. resident. 
The object of the game was to 
run as many miles possible within 
24 hours, each of the seven 
members running one mile at a 
time. But the men from IC fell 
somewhat short of this deni.anding 
goal. They managed to complete 
12 hours, which in itself is quite a 
feat. They started their run at 
9 :00 a.m. Saturday motning and 
completed their I 22nd mile 12 
hours later. 
, ........................•...•••.. ~••............... ., 
Several runners stated that the 
most difficult part of the 12 hours 
was cne t>oredom. Tfiere was little 
to do but watch their teammates 
run about in circles. Rich Miller 
finally decided to put an '1:nd to 
the·· monotonous challenge when 
he informed his teammates that 
he had a date and no longer could 
run. That was a good enough 
reason for them all to quit. By 
that time even thoushts of 
viewing the Bills-Lions pre.season 
game were exciting, as each man 
had run 16 miles. Ron 
Redfield-Lyons led the team 
averaging 5:02 per mile; Mike Post 
followed averaging a very 
respectable 5 :07 mile. 
WRA Says Women 
lso Play Footbal 
by Chris O'Connor 
Several days later, in an 
in c e rv i e w f o I Io wing a 
cross-country practice, members 
were asked why they attempted 
such a task. Was it the great 
challenge or maybe in preparation 
for Munich? Most of the gu'ysjust 
laughed and said "Why not". But 
it was neatly answered in one 
phrase, "It was the greatest feeling 
when you could finally stop!" 
Football for girls - you must be 
kidding! Not so, says the Women's 
Recreation Association. Add a 
flag to pull, and modify the rules 
for safety and the women have 
done it again. 
Flag football orientation was 
September l 4 in the Union, amid 
hidden laughter of a few guys who 
commented, "They're gonna kill 
themselves," or "They're gonna 
play football? What a joke." But 
it's no joke and this intramural 
activity may prove worth while. 
Flag football is very similar to 
touch or tackle football in that 
the playing field is 100 ,c SO 
yards. Other similarities include 
the point system, timing and pen: 
?ltics, an.d the number of downs. 
Major differences are: no personal 
contact between players, number 
of players on the offensive and 
defensive team and the decision of 
-a tie game by the number of first 
downs recorded between the two 
teams. _ 
Football-type games can be as 
safe as any other running game for 
girls or women. According to 
statistics provided by the DGWS 
(Division for Girls and Women's 
sports', records kept for nine 
years in an intramural program at 
the college level indicate that no 
more injuries occured in touch 
football games than in basketball. 
Let the "Bombcrettes" prove 
themselves, come out and see 
them. Move over Bombers - you're 
not the only ones playing football 
this season. 
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